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concerned not only with the life of man on this planet but
as including also such cosmic influences as interpenetrate our
human world. This generation is discovering that history does
not conform to the social optimism of modern civilization
and that the organization of human communities and the establishment of freedom, justice and peace are not only intellectual achievements but spiritual and moral achievements as
well, demanding a cherishing of the wholeness of human personality, the "unmediated wholeness of feeling and thought,"
and constituting a never-ending challenge to man, emerging
from the abyss of meaninglessness and suffering, to be renewed and replenished in the totality of his life.
World Perspectives is committed to the recognition that all
great changes are preceded by a vigorous intellectual reevaluation and reorganization. Our authors are aware that the sin
of hybris may be avoided by showing that the creative process
itself is not a free activity if by free we mean arbitrary or
unrelated to cosmic law. For the creative process in the human mind, the developmental process in organic nature and
the basic laws of the inorganic realm may be but varied expressions of a universal formative process. Thus World Per· .
spectives hopes to show that although the present apocalyptic ,
period is one of exceptional tensions, there is also an exceptional movement at work toward a compensating unity whid
cannot obliterate the ultimate moral power pervading the '
universe, that very power on which all human effort must all
last depend. In this way, we may come to understand thal/
there exists an independence of spiritual and mental growtb
which though conditioned by circumstances is never determined by circumstances. In this way the great plethora O J
human knowledge may be correlated with an insight into th
nature of human nature by being attuned to the wide an~
deep range of human thought and human experience. F
what is lacking is not the knowledge of the structure of tb
universe but a consciousness of the qualitative uniqueness (
human life.
And finally, it is the thesis of this Series that man is in n
process of developing a new awareness which, in spite .of h
apparent spiritual and moral captivity, can eventually hft it
human race above and beyond the fear, ignorance, brutalit,
and isolation which beset it today. It is to this nascent cor
sciousness, to this concept of man born out of a fresh visi
of reality, that World Perspectives is dedicated.
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Christian and Buddhist
The greatest living authority on the mystical qualities of Oriental
and Christian religions is Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki. In this compara·
tive study, Mr. Suzuki shows how Zen and Shin Buddhism of tht;
East and the Christian mysticism of Meister Eckhart meet on
common ground. He demonstrates that the superficial differenceS
between these faiths are far less significant than their basic similarities. The last part of the book offers a remarkable selection of
writings from Japanese mystics .
Mr. Suzuki, born in Japan , has taught in universities of the
United States and Europe, as well as in his native land . This
thoughtful and lucid book will be of profound interest to all who
seek a deeper understanding not only of religion but of life itself.

A meeting of East and
West in the Buddhist and
Christian religions

